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PREFACE 
I.n order to des ign a cos tume for a period show , a 
costumer mus t  unify the personality o f  the character in the 
appropri ate historical s tyle with the director ' s  concept for 
the production . My s tudy endeavors to aid the costumer in 
s earch of the historical c lothes of the Medieval and Renais­
s ance court Foo l .  Lack o f  time to d o  extens ive research of­
ten imposes limitations on a designer ' s  creativi ty . Through 
extensive research. into Medieval and Renai ssance art , wi th 
the aid of Robert Armin ' s  jes t  book , and descriptions o f  the 
househo ld accounts of the period , I have compiled a document 
that wi l l  s ave a harried des igner time and leg work . 
There are several books avai lable on the personality 
of the court Foo l as pre sented in drama , and studi es are a­
vai lable about the his tory of the court Fool . Howeve r ,  no 
one . ,  to my knowledge , has col lected and presented a s tudy 
solely dedicated to the clothes o f  the court Foo l .  Cos tume 
book authors e i ther ignore the Fool or present only one il­
lus tration . Many of the mos t interesting i llustrations are 
in books printed in the 1 80 0 's ;  and , th.erefore , they are not 
available to most res ·earchers . Als 'o several o f  the books are 
wri tten in French.; and , therefore , they must be trans lated 
before the text can become valuable to mos t  American des ign­
ers . Some writers have concentrated on various special 
ix 
characters such. as servants or royalty; other writers have 
spe.cia1i zed in costume piece.s or special periods of clothing. 
Tne plan followed in thi s  s tudy was first to careful­
ly view the art of the Medieval and Renai s s ance courts . I 
studied paintings and etchings and searched for the court 
Fool in tne background . Then I would sketch or xerox the 
Fool and isolate him from the res t  of th.e picture . His 
clothing was analyzed by breaking i t  down into four catego­
ries: hood , bauble , coat , shoes . Note was taken of any oth­
er acces s'ories such as swords or jewe lry . The Foo l ' s  ward­
robe is dis tinguished by several recurring traits . To be in­
cluded in th is' study , traditional Fool's clo thing mus t have 
a s s ' s  ears , bel l s , cockscomb , or some type of a tai l .  The 
Fool may c arry one of s everal types of baubles or marottes . 
The basic garment may be either a tuni c of varying length or 
a body sui t .  The shoes may be long and pointed , o r  they may 
reflect the contemporary fashion . 
My s'econd approach was to read source books contain­
ing documents pertaining to the household accounts of the 
period and literature providing references to the court 
Fools .  From these. I gleaned such. information as money a1 1o� 
ted for the Fool's clothes , descriptions of the c lothing , in­
s i.gh.ts into the social posi tion of the Fool , and the function 
of tn.e court Fool in the noble household . 
In order' to provide a study encompassing a l l  the de ­
s.ign pos sibilities , my third approach. was to scour costume 
x 
book s , assembl ing a series o f  cos tumes that prominent costume 
writers. advocated for the court Foo l. I included secondary 
sources because my purpose was to compi le a document contain­
ing all the cos tume poss ibiliti.es avai lable for a des igner. 
Th.e s econdary sources provided adaptations of the historical 
garments and s tylized designs based on the writer's histori­
cal re.search .  
S ince there are numerous fool characters in the plays 
of Shakespeare , chi ldren's· drama , and musicals l ike Once Upon 
A Mattres s ,  my goal is to fi l l  a void by providing a f inger­
tip reference for a cos tume des igner. My hope is that with 
the aid of the study a cos tume designer can quickly scan the 
various cos tume pos s ibi li ties. Therefore , a designer could 
create designs for the court Foo l  of greater variety that 
would combine the person al i ty of the characte r  and the di­
rector's vi s ion. 
The i l lus trations for thi s s tudy were drawn by Tom 
Hammond , a fel low graduate s tudent at Vi rginia Commonwea l th 
Univers i·ty. He scaled all the figures to a uniform size and 
created the combination plates as needed. When part of a 
costume was obscured , he completed the pic ture fol lowing the 
s tyle of the visible portion. Such additions are noted in 
the text. 
The translating of the German titles was done by 
Dr. Beate H. Bennett,  Assistan t Professor , Department of 
Th.eatre , Virginia Commonwea lth University . She also aided 
in checking s ome of the difficult French translations. 
xi 
CHAPTER ONE 
By c arefu l ly viewing the examples o f  the Fool's 
c lothing which appear in the art of the Middle Ages and the 
Renaissance , there are several underlying assumptions that 
can be made regarding the traditional c lothing worn by the 
Foo l .  The hoods are of three basic designs . One type of 
hood sports ass's ears ( fi g .  1 ) , and the second s tyle 
( fig . 2)  shows at least one poin t .  The third type sports a 
combination of points and ears ( f ig .  3 ) . There is less 
variation in the ass ' s  ears s tyle than the pointed style ; 
however ,  there is greater evidence of the ass ' s  ears des ign 
which is found from the fourteenth century until the early 
s eventeenth century . The ears may stand above the head , 
flop , or curl (fi g .  4 ) . They may terminate 'p l ainly or with 
be lls ( fi g .  4 ) . The ass ' s  eared hood may be plain or have 
a cockscomb ( fig . 4 ) . On a tape stry housed in the British 
Fig . 1 F i g .  2 
1 
2 
Fig . 3 Fig . 4 
Museum , there is reported by Iris Brooke to be a solo 
example of one hood ( fig . 5) with an animal ' s  head on the 
top ins tead of a cockscomb . l 
The point�d hoods can be sub-d ivided into three 
groups . Some hoods have a sing le point that varies from the 
long hanging liripipe ( f ig .  6 )  popular around the 1 3 5 0's to 
Fig . 5 F i g .  6 
a short point at the back of the head seen around 1 4 5 0  ( f i g .  
7} . A second s tyle of pointed hood contains two points that 
lIris Brooke , Engl i sh Costume of the Later Middle 
Ages ( London: A & C Bl ack , Ltd . , 1 9 3 5 ) , p.  10 . 
3 
are s tiffened and have bells at the peaks ( fig. 8 ) . The two-
pointed hood was popular in the English courts o f  Edward I I  
and Edward I I I  from 1 3 0 7- 1 37 7 .  The more popular three-pointed 
design reflec ts the greate s t  variety. The three points are 
sometimes s tiff and resemble a high front crown ( fig. 9 ) ,  or 
they may be soft and hang from each s ide and the back of the 
hood ( fig. 1 0 ) . Subtle variety can be noted in the s i ze and 
placement of these points . 
Fig . 7 Fig. 8 
Fig . 9 Fig . 10  
Th.e combination of eared and pointed s tyle hood ( fig . 1 1 )  is 
primarily· seen in the work of Carl Rohrback . He shows two 
combination noods. One has long ears and a short point; the 
other nas a long point and s hort ears. Th.e crown of the short 
eared hood i s  als -o described with a cockscomb. 
4 
I t  i s  difficult to isolate a traditional tunic or 
dress design. Primar ily , the Fool ' s  dres s  reflected the 
current fashion or a previous fashion. Many of the tunics 
contain bells eith.er on the points , on the s leeves , or on 
the belts . Tassels are also used as a tunic decoration. 
Some of the tunics are dagged , and many are pointed around 
the s leeves and bottom edge . The Germans had an interes ting 
s leeve des ign called � comeo . An � comeo sleeve is a full 
s l eeve weighted down by a tassel or be ll . The German sleeve 
design cons ists of a right sleeve that is straight and a left 
s leeve � cameo ( fi g .  1 2 ) . 
Fig . 1 1  Fig. 1 2  
The, shoes predominate ly are poul aines w i  th 
e�®n�a�e�:toes , but frequently a Fool would wear a regular , 
5 
fashionable shoe . The length of the poulaines varies as 
wel l  as the amount of curl to the toe .  Rare instances of 
a barefooted Fool in the s tirrup-type hose were found , 
but most e i ther wore some type of footgear or soled hos e 
or were total ly barefooted. 
Another distinguishing feature of the Fool is his 
mixture of many colors patched together 'on one garment .  
A motley o r  parti-colored design features two or more 
contrasting colors (fig . 13) . There are varying examples 
of the hood , tunic , hose and even the shoes being motley . 
In addi tion , there are ins tances of the diamond and 
checkered design used with the motley ( fig . 1 4 ) . 
F ig .  13 Fig .  1 4  
',A symbol of the Fool ' s  office was a baub le o r  wha t  
�lt� .RJl:ench'Jcalled a marotte . This wand- type object 
6 
frequently functioned as a weapon as well as a power symbol. 
The bauble closely reflects the personality of the Fool and 
was carefully chosen by him. There are four basic types 
of baubles and many differing des igns for each type. Some 
Fools , e specia lly in the fourteenth century , carried 
a bladder which is a ball suspended from a s tick ( fig. 1 5 ) . 
Other Fools favored a club des ign ( f ig . 1 6 ) , and many 
Fig. 1 5  Fig . 1 6  
chose a puppet o n  a s tick ( fig . 1 7 ) . The French term 
marotte , whi le loosely used for all baubles , refers 
speci fical ly to the puppet des ign . A fourth des ign is 
seen in the German i llustrations where the Fool carries 
a wand ( fig. 1 8 )  with a mirror image painted or carved on 
the end. Some Fools are pictured with no bauble , and 
others who doub led as mus icians carried a mus ical 
instrument as wel l  as a bauble. 
The traditional Fool ' s  c lothing was primarily 
worn only for official occasions. However , through his 
dress a s  wel l  as his wit , the Fool was able to command 
attention and respect for his office. Today , the main 
7 
Fig . 1 7  
;P I 
Fig . 1 8  
source o f  identification of the Fool i s  through one of 
his traditional clothing pieces . 
CHAPTER TWO 
There is repetition of individual features but 
l ittle duplication in the Fool ' s  garments . Mos t  garments 
were a unique combination of traditional features . This 
chapter i s  a chronological discuss ion of the various com-
binations o f  Fool ' s  clothing . The earliest pictorial 
evidence of the court Fool is found in a manuscript 
illustration from around 1 30 0 .  Figure 1 9  depicts the Fool 
in the manuscript.  I n  the picture there is a V-shaped 
mantle with a s t iffened headdre s s . There are three 
visible points and no evidence of bel ls on the points of 
the hood ; however ,  there are bel l s  on the points of the 
cowl . Davenport ,  in describing the il lus tration , said , 
" Fool wears a three pointed pink cowl , ending in bell s ,  
over a loose gray tunic .  . ,,2 
Manuscript # 9 6 4  in the Bodleian Library at Oxford , 
contains an i l lustration dated 1 3 4 4 .  F igure 2 0  i l lustrates 
thi s  mid-fourteenth century Fool . His hood is two peaked 
with bel l s , and he appears to wear a wrapped loincloth. 
The hose extend to the Fool ' s  bare fee t .  The hood , though 
exaggerated with bel l s , appears to be of the shepherd 
tradition of the twelfth century . 
2 Milia Davenport ,  The Book of Cos tume , vol. I 
(New York: Crown Publishers , 1 9 4 8 ) ,  p .  1 9 4 .  
8 
9 
I I i 
Fig . 1 9  Fig . 2 0  
The clothes for the Fool re flec t  tradition as we ll 
as the fashion of the period and the personal taste of the 
Fool and his master . The hood or cap combines the tradition 
of ass's ears on some type of headgear . One simple style 
of headgear originates with the liripipes 3 of the fourteenth 
cen tury and is pictured in the i l lustrations of the 1 347  
Eng li sh manuscript , The Brass of F lemish Workmanship. 
Figure 2 1  shows two varieties of the liripipe . One i s  
s ti f fened and stands out behind the head; the other 
hood . 
3 1iripipe : long , hanging part o f  a chaperone or 
10 
droops behind the Fool . Both Fool s  wear a s imple tunic , and 
the mantles are pointed in the fron t .  
Fig . 2 1  F i g .  22  
Several examp l es of Fools are found in manuscripts 
of the early fif teenth century . Figure 2 2  sh.ows the Foo l 
as pictured in an Engl ish manuscript titled Group With 
Jes ter. The clothing shows several changes from the 
fourteenth century example s .  The sleeves and bottom o f  the 
tunic have long points of varying lengths terminating in 
l arge bells . I t  i s  d ifficult to be certain about the foot 
covering , but it is probable that the Fool wore soled hose . 
Note that the Fool does not carry any type o f  bauble . 
1 1  
Another early fifteenth-century Eng lish manuscript ti tled 
King and Jester ( fig . 2 3 )  s hows additional varieties . The 
portrait i s  of King Henry IV ( 1 3 9 9 - 1 4 1 3) . The tunic is 
now belted at the wai s t .  The points o n  the bottom of the 
tunic are eve n ,  and one sleeve is f itted at the wri s t  with 
an elongated elbow. The other s leeve is of two parts . 
One i s  fitted , and the other i s  open . Th.e hood has three 
peaks , and the leg hose are of differing colors . The Fool 
carries a bauble wi th a small bladder . 
Fig . 2 3  F i g .  2 4  
An early fifteenth-century monograph entitled A Lute 
P l aying Fool and a Cook with a Pot and Spoon give s an 
1 2  
interesting hose variation s imil ar t o  the hose i n  figure 2 0 .  
This copper engraving i s  o f  the Fool Marcol f ,  who also 
worked as a jes ter . Note the bare feet and hose stirrups 
( f ig . 2 4 ) . 
Van Eyck in an undated painting o f  the Burgundian 
Court ( 1 4 2 5- 1 4 4 1 )  shows a unique Fool ( fig . 2 5 ) . The lines 
0f the horned. cap and the stance of the man create a 
menacing qua l i ty .  Note the sleeve treatment and the tops 
of the shoes . 
I sr�hel van Mecken ( 1 4 50 - 1 5 0 0 )  depicts a Fool in a 
work titled Fool in a tunic with typical a comeo s leeves . 
Fig . 2 5  Fig . 2 6  
1 3  
The hood with i ts dotted design and dagged edges ( F i g .  2 6 )  
offers a unique example o f  the early fifteenth-century 
Foo l .  Note the pouch worn a t  the waist . 
Another copper engraving of a Fool on a Denari 
card by an unknown mas ter from the mid- fifteenth century 
is typical except for the use of boots ( fig. 2 7 ) . This 
is the earliest example o f  boots found . 
( 
� 
Fig.  27  Fig . 2 8  
Figure 2 8  il lustrates a traditional hood that 
is simi l ar to mos t ;  howeve r ,  its ears are small , stiff 
and c losely resemble an animals e ars . Th e Fool carries 
a bauble dressed to mirror himself . This work is not 
dated , but the o ther figures wear clothes from 
around 1 450 . 
Figure 29 i l lustrates another early type of 
hoo d .  Whi le no exact date i s  known for this painting 
that depicts K ing David with h i s  jes ter ,  i t  is like ly 
created in the e ar ly fifteenth century . Although the 
artist was c reating a biblical scene , he dress ed 
1 4  
the two men i n  contemporary s tyles . However ,  the hood 
is of traditional lineage. The hood is attached to 
the mantle , and the two fool ' s  ears project from the hood 
in two directions. The ends of the ears are decorated 
with l arge bells or balls. Another unique feature of 
the hood i s  its decoration , most likely with bells or 
bal l s , around the face and again around the skirt of 
the mantle. The Foo l wears motley knee- length 
pantaloons. The bands of color and the tight s l eeves 
are inte resting feature s  of thi s  garment. The decoration 
on the pantaloons is undiscernible , but i ts placement 
offers an alternate choice for the cos tumer. Furthermore , 
the placement of the decoration and the bands o f  color 
create a fee ling less formal than many of the previous 
Fools and more whims ical. The b l adder is smaller than 
mos t and is mounted on a shorter rod that resembles 
a bone. 
In 1 4 4 8  a Franco-Flemish artist pic tured a 
Foo l entering a dining hal l. The Fool ( fig. 3 0 )  i s  
dres sed in mo tl�y wi th b e l l s  o n  the skirt of h i s  
t�nic. His shoes and headdress a r e  tradit ional ;  
however , the cut o f  the tunic i s  a variation from 
the customary and again reflects the current 
high fashion. 
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Fig . 2 9  Fig . 3 0  
sometime between 1 4 4 0  and 1 4 6 7  a German Mas ter ES . 
engraved a work , Fool wi th a Lute and a Naked Flute P l aye r .  
The hood (fig . 31) has stiff ears , and the short tunic has 
a different trim around its rounded edges . The right 
sleeve is ful l  at the wri s t  and varies from the usual German 
s tyle . The shoes are poulaines . The Fool wears a pouch 
hanging from a low bel t .  
Another engraving from the same period called Garden 
of P leasure shows a Fool being sco lded by a lady . He is 
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depicted (fig . 32) wearing a long robe that buttons in front. 
His shoes are poulaines s imilar to the o ther Fool s  of the 
period . The hood is thrown back and therefore difficult to 
see . One s l eeve i s  tight f i tting and the other i s  � cornea . 
Fig. 31 F ig. 32 
Erasmus ' s  1 5 0 9  work , Praise of Fol ly, provides sev­
eral illus trations of the mid-f ifteenth-century Fool. One 
of Holbein ' s  drawings il lustrating Erasmus ' s  work shows a 
Fool wi th h i s  bauble . The Fool ( fig . 3 3) wears an eared 
hood with a cockscomb . The tunic i s  circled a t  the wai s t  
with a wide b e l t  decorated with bel l s. The right s leeve , 
� cameo , i s  of the German tradit ion as wel l  as the tassel 
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decoration at the elbow.  The bauble appears to be carved 
to mirror the Fool . 
Erhard Schon ' s  i l lustrated e tching , Verdeling Van de 
narrenkappen ,  used i n  Erasmus ' s  Prai se of Fol ly presents a 
Fool ( fi g .  3 4 )  playing an in s trument . The tunic has a 
dagged skirt overlayed wi th a s e t  of poin ts terminating in 
bel l s .  The ears are larger than usual and stiffened . 
The mantle also is pointed but with no bells . He is 
carrying two unusual baubles which appears to be a Fool ' s  
ears on a pole . From his right wri st hangs a club type bauble . 
F ig .  3 3  F i g .  3 4  
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F igure 3 5  is a rear view o f  another Fool from the same 
etching. Of intere s t  is his knee pants and the length of 
the back man tle. 
An Austrian Tarot dated 1 4 5 3- 57 and inscribed 
"Female Jester " provides an example of the female Fool ' s  
clothing. Figure 3 6  i l lus trates her gown with two purses 
hanging from the belt. The sleeves are loose , and there is 
no visible headdress. She holds a mirror in her hand which 
faces away from her. The image in the mirror appe ars to 
reflect her face , a s tyle s imilar to some baubles. Note 
the bare feet. 
Fig. 3 5  F ig. 3 6  
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Two other jokers taken from the Austrian Tarot 
playing cards of 1 4 5 3 - 1 4 5 7  depict male Fool s . The hoods of 
th.e two jokers ( fi g .  3 7  and 38)  are traditional and offer 
l i ttle variety . However ,  the robes offer a costumer an 
alternative to the popular tunic des ign . 
Fig . 3 7  Fig . 3 8  
I n  the foreground of a woodcut enti tled Proce s s ion 
with Hunter , Fools and Monkeys , the Fool (fig . 3 9 )  wears a 
h.anging s leeve terminating in a weighted tas sel. In the 
rear he has a small pouch hung from his bel t .  The head­
dresses are differing s tyles . The unique feature of the 
woodcut is the shape of the gowns . The fools represent 
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various characters , such as scho l ars or lawyers ; and , there­
fore some are dre ssed in long robes. However ,  the huntsman , 
symbol ized by the powder horn , has a short tunic. 
A representation of an ancient s tained glass window 
executed during the reign of King Edward IV (14 6 1- 1 4 8 3 )  pur­
ports to be Edward ' s  Fool ( fig. 4 0 ) . The hood , cowl , and 
right leg are blue. The tunic and shoes are red ; and the 
left leg ,  the bells , the girdle and the trim around the 
cowl are yel low. The Fool carries a yellow bauble. The 
vivid colors are bright with sharp contrasts . 
Fig. 3 9  Fig. 4 0  
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A 1 4 6 8  drawing entitled The Magnifi·cent , Fool of the 
Duke of Bourgogne ( fig . 4 1 )  i llustrates a Fool dres sed in a 
pointed mantle and tunic . His hood has a s ingle point 
terminating in a be ll . Bel ls also decorate the point on the 
mantle and hood . He is wearing hose and small poulaines .  
The s leeves are trimmed with a ruff le a t  the wri s t .  The 
Fool carries a bauble dressed s imilar to himsel f .  However ,  
the bauble has a two-pointed hood . Whi le dated 1 4 6 8 , the 
Fool is depicted against a background of 1 82 8  and probably 
was retouched by a nineteenth-century arti s t  called V . H . 
F ig .  4 1  Fig . 4 2  
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Charles Knight i n  h i s  book , Old England , depicts a 
Court Fool (fi g. 4 2 )  and Buffoon that he found in a Harlequin 
manuscript # 4 379.  This fifteenth.-century Fool resembles 
both his predeces sors and his contemporaries . H i s  clothing 
is parti-colored and edged with points . Ins tead of a 
bauble , he carries a s taff , and his headdres s  appears 
stuffed and cur l s' sl ightly more than many of the other hoods . 
A Mas ter From Hausbuches between 1 4 8 0 - 1 4 9 0  engraved 
a copper work called Card Playing Group. In this work the 
Fool ( f i g .  4 3J. wears his hood push.ed back and a be lted tunic . 
- - .-_ .... .,,:0-=--= == 
Fig . 4 3  Fig.  4 4  
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The tunic buttons in fron t .  The other characters i n  the work 
wear long poulaines·; however ,  the Fool ' s  footwear is very 
s hort . 
I n  1 4 9 0  another German , Erfter Band , provides more 
evidence of the Foo l ' s  c lothing . In one of his illustra-
tions the ass ' s  ears are sma l l  and stiff ( f i g .  4 4 ) . The 
right s leeve is a loose poky s leeve with. a tight under­
s l eeve . There i s  a pouch attached to the belt in the fron t .  
The bauble i s  merely a s tick with a whip , most likely of 
l eather , a t  the end . 
Figures 4 5 - 4 6  are taken from Antwerpener oder by 
Mas ter Mechelner in 1 4 9 3  and show two Fools . The Fools are 
dre s s ed to depict the moods of the Foo l .  One i s  whi te 
( fi g .  4 5 ) , and the other i s  black ( f ig . 4 6 ) . Figure 4 6  is 
important main ly for the divis ion of color and for the shoes . 
The black Fool ( fig . 4 6 )  appears to wear the soled hos e and 
pattens . 4 
Figure 47 is from an i llus tration in Ship of Foo l s , 
1 4 9 4 .  The woodcut i s  attributed t o  Durer . The Foo l wears 
the traditi onal eared headdress with cockscomb , and his 
right sleeve is a good example of th.e German � comeo s leeve . 
Note the long bauble with the carved face . 
A fifteenth-century French manuscript , Style du 
droi t· ·francai s , presents a different type o f  Fool ' s  
4pattens: overshoes made generally of wood , s ecured 
by leather s traps . 
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F i g .  4 5  Fig . 4 6  
clothing from the reign o f  K i ng Jean and K ing Charl es V .  
The garment ( fig . 4 8 ) i s  more ornate than previously seen . 
The mantle has a decorative scalloped edge , and the bottom 
of the tunic appears to have a s tuffed band with bel l s  
suspended from i t .  The colors of this garment add to its 
decorative appeal . The hood and cape are green with a 
s i lver bell on the point and s i lver trim around the edge 
of the cape . The tunic is beige on the r ight and b lack on 
the lef t .  The rol l  i s  white with s ilver trim an d  s i lver 
bells . The r ight hose is red , and the other is black . 
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Fig . 4 7  Fig .  4 8  
Figure 4 9  i s  taken from a rel ief showing the Emperor 
Maximillian I \-li th a counselor and a jeste r .  The relief was 
made between 1 4 9 7- 1 5 0 0  as part of the decoration of the 
Goldenen Dach l ,  Innsbruck. The relief is tit led " Little 
Golden Roof" and i s  by Erasmus Grasse r .  
Hieronymus Bosch i n  a woodcu t ,  " The E ffeminate 
Courtie r , " from Sebastian Brand t ' s  Ship of Fool s in 1 4 9 8  
illus trates a Fool (fig . 50 ) in a tunic with the German 
, 
traditional a corneo s leeve . Here the Fool carries a mirror . 
Note the unusually l arge s tiff ears and the strange shoes . 
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Fig. 4 9  Fig. 5 0  
From the late f ifteenth century , there i s  a bron ze 
s tatue of a Fool ( fig . 5 1 ) . He wears a simple headdress with 
one belled point.  The pants are knee length , and one knee 
sports a s tr ing of bells . 
Figure 5 2  shows an undated Fool in the German 
painting of a dance ti tled Freydal . Consistent with the 
\ 
German tradition , the Fool wears one s leeve a cornea weighted 
down by a tassel . The skirt of the tunic has a dagged edge . 
Th.e tunic i s  gird led with a bel t of bel ls ,  and the 
trad i t ional hood has bel l s  down the top cente r .  The shoes 
are not unique and match those of the other dancers in the 
painting . 
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Fig.  51 Fig . 52 
In 1500 G. Hoornbuch painted a F lemish calendar 
page for February i l lustrating a typical evening's enter­
tainment . Inc luded in the entertainment is a Je ster 
( fig . 5 3 )  dressed in white with gold be lls on the point of 
his hood and a s eries of bells around the wri s t  like a 
cuf f .  Although the doub l et is too concealing t o  reveal 
the s l eeves , the shape seems to resemble that of the other 
entertainer s . In figure 5 3  the hood , hose , garter and the 
top of the arm are from the painting . The rest of the coat 
is conjecture bas ed on the other characters in the. picture . 
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The jester carries a bauble with what appears to be a carved 
head . The face is a tan skin color,  and the hood and s tick 
are an earthy red color . I t  is interesting to note that the 
face on the bauble does not mirror the jester's face . The 
shape of the face and the noses are dissimilar . 
Fig . 5 3  Fig . 5 4  
Mas ter Mair from Landshut i n  1 4 9 9  executed a copper 
engraving titled View of the I ns ide of a House .  One o f  the 
entertainers is a Fool wearing a plain tun i c ,  traditional 
hood and hose . Thi s  illustration ( fig . 5 4 ) is included 
because of i t s  simplicity . 
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F igure 5 5  shows a Fool from the turn of the fifteenth-
s ixteenth centuries . The Fool is found in a painting titled 
Grimani Breviary by the Northern European School . The Fool 
reflects the h igh fashion of the d ay .  The main identifiable 
characteristic is  h i s  baub le which is  unique for it does not 
mirror the person . Newton in hi s Renaissance Theatre Costume 
des cribes the painting , " he wears sleeves a go z zi trimmed 
with a l ine of ornamental dags sew LSi£7 along the underseam 
of the sleeve . . The Fool , furthermore ,  wears a curious 
hair cut • • . . ,,5 
Hans Burgkmai r  in Triumph zug: Car of Fools depicted 
five Foo l s ;  however ,  none appear to wear traditional cos tume . 
The two Fools that are the most interesting are F igures 56 
and 57 . Newton described the scene saying: 
Enthroned within thi s  n i che is a frenetic , gesturing , 
mouthing creature who wears h i s  hood so twis ted 
around his head that any ears which may belong to 
it are concea led--it has become rol led into the 
twisted hood of the 1 4 30 ' s .  In the wagon ' s  prow 
is poi s ed a far more soph is ticated though equally 
theatrical character , whose clothing sugges ts 
the type of court Fool privi leged to hang about 
the person of his maste r .  From the square toe 
of h i s  shoe , made in the prevai l ing s tyle grows 
the long point of the shoe of the Fool ' s  own 
archai stic Gothic fashion . A border , cut in to 
leaf shapes edges his tunic ,  i s  s triped vertically 
with the wide fashionable stripes in alterna�e 
colours so often worn by Maximi lian himsel f .  
5S tella 11ary Newton , Renai s s ance Theatre Costume 
( Great Britain: Butler and Tanner , Ltd . ,  1 9 7 5 ) , p .  1 1 3 .  
6Ibid . , p .  172 .  
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The rear section of the car ( f ig. 5 8 )  rises a s  a canopy in 
the shape of a Fool ' s  hood and underneath stands a Fool . 
The fierce looking Fool pictured in figure 5 9  is 
taken from Dancing Party, an engraving by Master M.Z., 
Munich , 1 5 0 0. Of special note is the Fool ' s  hood with its 
unique ears and center pointed piece . 
A Fool located in Das landl iche Feft by Hans 
Schaufelein cannot be dated accurately . The artist worked 
from 1 4 9 3- 1 5 4 0 ;  however ,  the o ther figures in the engraving 
are early Renaissance around 1 3 0 0. The Fool ( fig . 6 0 )  wears 
his fur pouch on the s ide and his legs are covered by 
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Fig. 57 F ig. 5 8  
Fig . 59 
what appears to be h.eavy leggings . Of special note i s  the 
hood which appears to be of t wo piece s . One i s  the usual 
tiood , anu the other· is a piece wrapped over the ears and 
at�'£ois"-the· top . 
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Feur taret playing cards titled German Playing Cards 
frem areund 1 5 1 0  by an unknewn German maste r ,  mest likely 
Peter Fletne r ,  previde the Feel ' s  c lething i llustrated in 
figure 61 and 6 2 .  I n  figure 6 1  the s l eeves are again 
unmatched with .one tight and .one hanging . The tunic and 
hoed are sewn tegether ins tead .on the fami liar heed-mantle 
arrangement . The shert tunic sperts a series .of frent 
F ig .  6 0  Fig . 6 1  
butten s  and i s  cut i n  smal l  peints areund the skir t .  The 
Feel carries a terch-l ike bauble . The heed i s  traditienal 
with. the a s s ' s  ears and a small ceckscemb . In f igure 6 2  
ctne: Feel wears a s impl e  dagged tunic and mantle with 
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a plain hood . The hood has a n  exaggerated top . Because 
there is no evidence of thi s  variation elsewhere , it could 
be an artis t's styli zed approach . The artis t  i s  consistent 
with the German tradition of s leeves of differing style s . 
F ig .  6 2  Fig . 6 3  
On another of the cards the arti s t  illustrated a 
very unusual Fool's garment . I t  i s  doubtful that he was 
representing actual c lothing and seems more l ikely that h e  
was creating a characte r .  The garment appears a s  a body 
suit of two textures and colors with a back that appears 
to be solid-colored . F igure 6 3  attempts to capture the 
Mas ter's shading s tyle to i l lustrate the motley effec t .  
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I t  i s  impos s ible to tell what the artis t  was really presenting 
with his textures ;  however , his abs traction offers pos sibil­
i tie s for a costume r .  
F igure 6 4  shows a Fool mus ician i n  a tunic with one 
full sleeve and one inner tight s leeve with a hanging outer 
s leeve . The hood bears the tradi tional bells and a cocks­
comb . I t  i s  interesting to note the var iety offered by the 
four cards . Here are four distinct selection s  a l l  from the 
same period and a l l  bearing traditional features . 
Fig . 6 4  F i g .  6 5  
Figure 6 5  is from a 1 5 1 2  manuscript illustration o f  
Doctor Murner by the Swi s s  artist Urs Graf ( 1 4 8 5- 1 5 2 7 )  and 
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i s  titled A Fool Naked in Bath Tub Being Exorci sed By A 
Pries t .  This i l lustration is from the t i t l e  page of the 
book . There are eight o ther i l lustrations , but the Foo l s  
are a l l  dre ssed s imil ar to the Fool i n  figure 6 5 .  Here the 
Fool is wearing a s imple hooded tunic wi th knee length hose 
or boot with the toe exposed . This footgear is used for all 
the Fools in the i l lustrations . Al l the tunics have the 
double l ines down the front and the same s tyle eared hood 
with a cockscomb . Some wear the pouch , and others do not .  
Albrecht Durer ' s  woodcut from Narrenschiff provides 
an example of mid- sixteenth-cen tury dress .  He shows a Fool 
in motley apparel with one s l eeve cut l ike a hanging bag 
weighted down by a tasse l . The s imple tunic ( fig . 6 6 )  i s  
f u l l  cut with a pouch hanging from a loose girdle . Note 
the cuff on the one bag sleeve . The hood is traditional 
with s tiff ears and bel ls in place of a cockscomb . 
A woodcutting ti tled Garden of Pleasure in the 
style o f  a German Master M . Z .  around 1 5 2 0  contains two 
Fools . One ( fig . 67)  shows a Fool leaning over a wel l .  
His doublet with its s lashed sleeves and his s triped hose 
are of intere s t .  Also he wears small round hose and a 
sword . I t  i s  unusual to see a Fool with any type of 
fighting equipment . A second Fool in the picture ( fig . 6 8 )  
also wears the striped hos e .  The front o f  h i s  round hose 
is obscured by a large pouch . 
Lucas Van Leyden in 1 5 0 2  engraved The' Fool and 
The t'loman . Th.e Fool (fig . 6 9 )  has a hood with one sma l l  
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Fig . 66  Fig. 67 
rear point terminating in a tassel and a small point cocks­
comb on the top . The mantle is dagged , and he wears a 
pouch suspended from a be l t .  Th e s leeve has a n  e lbow slash 
and a sma l l  dagged decoration . 
Figure 7 0  is drawn from a woodcut by an unknown 
German master , based on a poem by Han s  S achs ( 14 9 4 - 1 57 6 ) .  
The doublet i s  slashed with ful l  s leeve s , and the tight 
f itting pants · have a ruffle around each knee . The shoes are 
s imple with so les .  The hood shows two ear s , and a t  the top 
a bel l  i s  se.en.  The third bell is most l ikely a ttached 
to a poin t .  The top of the hood h a s  a small cockscomb . 
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Fig . 6 8  Fig. 6 9  
The mantle shows one ball and point hang ing down the back. 
The Fool plays a smal l horn and carries a flower. 
An obscure Eli zabethan artist , Bulloz , painted a 
village square where people were dancing and playing 
games. He included two Fools in his vil lagers. Figure 71 
s hows one in motley with a pointed mantle and skirt. The 
other ( fig. 7 2 )  is seen only from the back. He wears a 
pointed skirt of two colors and a hat instead of a hood. 
Hans Rudolf Manuel Deutsch ( Deutsch the Younger)  
between 152 5 and 1571 etched a work titled , A Man Resting 
On A Donkey, Surrounded by Seven Persons. Here the Fool 
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Fig.  7 0  Fig . 7 1  
( fig . 7 3 )  i s  dressed i n  a long pointed skirt attached t o  the 
top with a wide bel t .  H e  wears boots and striped hose . 
The hood i s  simi l ar to many others . 
L .  Cranach in his painting , Mouth of Truth , done in 
1 5 2 8  shows a Fool dressed in a simple , ful l  blue-green 
tunic ( fig . 7 4 ) . The material reflects light easily and 
appears shiny . Only one sleeve is shown , and it is a comeo . 
The hood i s  a loose-eared style with a decorative band 
instead of a cockscomb. The hose are dark and probably 
soled . The tunic style in this painting is reflected in 
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Fig . 72 Fig . 73 
the work of numerous artists , and would be considered the 
most cornmon German style . 
Durer also illustrated some books with woodcuts 
containing Foo l s .  In a non-published edi tion of The 
Comedies of Terence by Basle Amerbach, the title page shows 
a Fool dressed simil ar to others discussed . On the title 
page of another book, The Classical Theatre , Durer depicted 
a Fool dressed like h is Fool in figure 4 8 ,  and another 
Fool ( fig . 7 5 )  dressed in a be lted tunic which is slit at 
the sides and trimmed around the bottom possibly with fur . 
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Fig . 74  Fig.  75  
The lef t sleeve appears to be of different fabric from the 
rest of the outf i t .  A third il lustration ( f ig . 7 6 )  is for 
Andria . I n  this the Fool wears a long tunic and a curious 
headpiece . I t  is worn with the traditional hood and appears 
to be a crown pi ece of feathers . 
A woodcut attributed to the Durer School is shown 
in figure 7 7 . The work is titled , Nude Woman and a Fool . 
The b arefooted Fool wears a simple tunic , an eared hood , and 
a pouch hung from his girdle . 
In an engraving by Hans Leinberger ( 15 15 - 15 3 0 )  titled 
A Dance , there are two Fool s .  One is similar t o  L .  Cranch ' s  
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Fool ( see fig. 7 4 ) . The other ( fig . 7 8 )  has two variations. 
The hood has an unusual circular cockscomb that appears 
to s tand above the head. The bauble has a face on each 
end and is shaped l ike a bone. Also both the sleeves o f  
the tunic a r e  a comeo. This is rare for the German Foo ls 
usual ly have only one s l eeve of that style. 
An engraving from 1550 o f  an il lus trated souvenir 
provides addi tional evidence of theatrical costume of the 
sixteenth century . In the Entry of Henr'i I I  into Roue n ,  
a Fool is i l lu s trated i n  the background. While most of his 
costume i s  concealed , the jerkin and traditional hood 
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provide costume possibilities. F igure 79  shows the hood and 
je�kin as i l lustrated by the engraving. The hood is tra­
d itional and provides no new insights . The jerkin and 
visible por�ion of the round hose reflect the mid-1 50 0 ' s  
fashion . The cannons and bottoms of the round hose are con­
jecture based on the other figures in the engraving . 
Fig . 7 8  Fig . 7 9  
Two sources present the same collection o f  engravings 
of Fools from 1 5 1 0 - 1 5 50 . One ( fig . 8 0 )  shows a Fool in a 
short tunic that is unbelted and of fairly full cut . The 
tunic buttons in front and has small dags around the bottom. 
Attached to the tunic i s  a hood with stiff ears terminating 
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in bells. The Fool also wears an additional headpiece of ears 
that hang forward . The Fool is a rare example of one with a 
beard . The cauble is a puppet on a stick . The face on the 
bauble is bearded but no t exactly like the Fool ' s  own face . 
He wears long poulaines which end in bells. The c lothing is 
of motley color . Red and gold al ternate sides of the body . 
The r ight shoe is red , the right hose is gold , the right tunic 
is red and the right hood and ears are red . The left shoe is 
gold , the left hose is red , the left tunic is go ld , and the 
left hood and e ar are gold . Al l the cel l s  and buttons are 
gold.  The extra-eared hat is green with a gold tie to attach 
it to the h.ead . The puppet bauble is f lesh colored , and the 
stick is g reen . 
The other Fool in the collec tion is shown passing out 
a door . He , too , is motley ( f ig . 8 1 ) . The hood is two­
colored red on the right and light blue on the left with gold 
bel ls down the center and at the ends of the ears. There is 
a narrow gold ribbon trim around the edge of the hood and 
around the dagged side and sleeve and gold on the left . The 
skirt of the tunic is light blue on the left and gold on the 
right . Where the skirt i s  pulled up , it can be seen that the 
l ining i s  white . The hose are green on the left and red on 
the right . Tne cel ls around the knee are gol d ,  and the shoes 
are brown . The puppet bauble is red with gold ball s ,  and the 
face closely resemDles the Fool ' s . 
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F i g .  8 0  Fig . 8 1  
Bruegal i n  a pen and ink drawing titled Fair at 
Hoboken , 1 5 5 9 , shows a Fool (fig . 8 2 )  with a pointed skirt 
on his tun i c .  Als o  note that the hood and tunic are one 
piece . This Fool doe s  not have the typical German sleeve 
design . 
In an engraving , The Bridge for Adulters Made by 
King Arthur , Jost Amman ,  who worked from 1 5 39-159 1 ,  presented 
an interesting Fool . The Foo l ( fig . 8 3 )  wears a doublet 
with the traditional German s l eeve . The vest i s  decorated 
with bel l s ,  and he carries a club. Also of interest are 
the boots . 
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The sixteenth- century German artists left posterity 
cons iderable evidence that th.e Fool was al i ve and well . In 
156 8 there is an etching by Der Schalschsnarr ( f ig . 8 4 )  that 
supports the traditional German sleeve design . However , Der 
Schalschsnarr has illustrated several new and interesting 
variations . First , the hood has a short point at the top 
back that is trimmed with a bel l .  Secondly , the Fool re­
flects high fashion with his round hose . Howeve r ,  the in­
fluence of the traditional Fool ' s  garment is reflected in 
the over tunic with. its dagged edge . Few other artists 
showed a Fool wearing a sword , and the ovals with symbols 
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are also unique . Each oval sports a different symbol , the 
s .ources o f  which are unknown . Poss ibly the symbol s  are coats 
of arms for the different houses where the Fool was employed . 
Der Scha1chsnarr ' s  Fool not on ly wears a sword but also a 
club on hi s girdle , and he carries a mirror- shaped bauble . 
The bauble is painted with a face resembling the Fool ' s .  
Figure 85 illus trates the title page to The Histories 
of Till Eu1enspiege1 , E1 zevir edition , 1 7 03 . Here the Fool 
is primarily recogn i z ed by his bauble , for his clothing has 
shi fted from the traditional medieval garment to a post­
E l i zabethan style . One characteris tic of the E l i zabethan 
s ty le is the ruf f .  
F i g .  8 4  F i g .  8 5  
4 7  
Heinr Goltzius ( 1558-1 6 1 7 )  shows a Fool pouring 
drink at a feas t .  The Fool ( fig . 8 6 )  wears contemporary 
clothes , and h+s only distinguishing feature is the 
traditional Fool ' s  hood . Note the shoulder rol l and the 
long knee pants-. 
There is a Fool from 155 0 - 1 6 0 0  that ref lects an 
intricate design ( fi g .  8 7 ) . The hood is gold on the 
right and lined wi th red/orange . The left hood is lined 
with. blue . The right ear and cockscomb are b lue , and 
the left e ar is go ld . The bells on the ears are gold . 
The right inner sleeve is blue with a gold outer sleeve 
terminating in a blue tassel .  The right doublet i s  a 
red/orange . The left doublet is green with blue and 
gold shoulder rol l s .  The l e f t  sleeve i s  gold with blue 
slashes . Be low the girdle the doublet is blue on the 
right and green on the lef t .  The left leg i s  gold in 
the slashes and blue on the strips. The right leg 
i s  red with gold buttons. The re is a gold tie on the 
left l eg .  The left shoe i s  red with a gold be ll . The 
right hose is gold . The left hose is blue . The Fool 
carr i es a b l adder bauble which is brown and also a 
puppet bauble which i s  red with a flesh-colored 
face . 
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Fi g .  8 6  Fi g .  8 7  
Mathaus Meri.an illus trated the baptism o f  the 
son of Jean Frederi c ,  Duke of Wurtemberg . The ceremony 
lasted from March 10- 1 7 , 1 6 1 6 . In one o f  the proces s ional 
carts , Merian shows a Fool playing a mus ical ins trument .  
While the Fool i s  seated and mos t  o f  the clothing is 
hidden , the hood ( fi g .  8 8 )  appears to be the traditional 
type with a s lightly different cockscomb . The cockscomb 
i s  dagged ins tead o f  pointed and , therefore , has a softe r  
look.. 
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Artists are s till portraying the Fool a s  present at 
court entertainment around 16 2 0 .  Figure 89 s hows the part 
of the c lothes as demon strated by an unknown mas ter in an 
engraving titled The Receiver o f  Contributions .  The hood 
has· two points decorated with be l l s  and is attached along 
with a col lar to the cowl . The cre s t  of the hood sports a 
small cockscomb . The res t  of the Fool ' s  garment cons i s ts of 
a doublet that appears to be of two layers , s imilar to the 
current fashion in the 1 6 2 0 ' s .  The jerkin is a ful l-s leeved 
garment wi th small wri s t  cuffs . Unfortunately the i l lustra­
tion fai l s  to show the l eg covering ; however ,  it may be sur­
mised that th e hose would be of a 1 6 2 0  style . Therefore , 
the cos turne would be th.e headdres s  with its ears and cocks­
comb . The Fool also wie lds the traditional c lub . 
Fig.  8 8  Fig . 8 9  
From a deck of playing cards designed for England ' s  
King Charles I in 1 6 2 8  comes a colorful Fool ( fig . 9 0 ) . 
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He is dressed in a red doub let with black buttons . The 
pants are yel low with a white tie around the knee s .  The 
hood is a yel low-gold color and has bells at the ends of the 
points . The shoes are black with red sole s . A white ruff 
is around the neck and at each wri s t . 
Fig. 9 0  Fig. 91  
A German maste r ,  in an engraving , The Users of 
Tobacco dated in the 1 6 3 0 ' s ,  illustrates another Fool . 
The Fool ' s  clothing ( fig . 9 1 )  closely resembles current 
fashion with doublet and hose as wel l as the shoes . 
Howeve r ,  this Fool also wears the traditional hood with 
points and bel ls . Instead o f  carrying a bauble , th.e Fool 
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holds the symbol of tobacco which h.ere is the pipe . 
Therefor e ,  in thi s  work the only clue that the person is 
a Fool i s  his tradi tional hood . 
I n  1 6 3 8  Pieter Jans z Quast ( 1 6 34-16 4 7 )  did an 
illustration titled The F ive Senses And A Title-Page With 
A Foo l .  O f  spec ial interes t  in this work ( fig . 9 2 )  i s  the 
shoes with a bel l  behind each leg , the striped hos e ,  and 
the two bel l s  on the left s leeve . Stuck in the Fool ' s  
bel t is a puppet bauble with a face l ike tn.e Fool ' s .  
Fig . 9 2  
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The Germans contributed some of the best i l lus­
trations of Fool s .  The German engravings and woodcuts 
are clear and easy to decipher . There is extensive 
evidence that the Fool in some combination of his tra­
ditional garb was alive and well from the early 1 3 0 0 ' s  to 
the 1 7 0 0 ' s . 
CHAPTE R THREE 
Throughout the ages costume designers have 
consul ted art as a bas i s  for their des igns·. Most authors 
of cos tume texts have presented a Fool ' s  c lothing without 
crediting their sources . I have attempted to trace a 
possible origin for each of these designs and to show any 
modifications that the author may have created . Many of 
the authors created unique des igns by mixing elements from 
several of the etchings and paintings . A few designers 
created unique des igns that capture the spirit of the 
character of the Fool without any real historical bas is . 
I n  his book , Die Trachten der Volker,  Carl Rohrback 
presents an in teresting Fool design that he attributes to 
the English around 12 0 0 . Wh ile the dates for the design 
seem early , they do corre spond to the other characters in 
the picture . Nevertheless , the design ( fig . 9 3 )  offers 
cos tume pos s ibil i ties . Rohrbach ' s  color scheme i s  also of 
interest . The tunic is a series of white bands separating 
the colored band s .  The points on the cape are red and 
edged with white . The yoke part of the cape and cowl 
around the neck are a pale yel low gold with a repeat of the 
white bands . The lower yoke band , however ,  is of a soft 
turquo i se which i s  repeated in th.e pants . The l eg s  and 
feet are bare. and around the waist i s  a girdle . 
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The Fool does n o t  appear t o  wear the traditional hood ; 
h.owever ,  he carries a bladder on a s tick . Bells on the end 
of the tunic ' s  points further identify the character 
as a Foo l .  
Lo·ngman ' s  H.is torical I l lustrations by Thomas Barf ield 
shows the thirteenth-century hal l  of Stokesay Castle where 
a Fool is l eading a proces s ion of servants . The rear view 
of the Fool lfi g .  9 4 }  shows a parti-colored tunic with six 
points , parti-colored hose and a two pointed hood . There does 
not appear to be any bells on the points . Thi s  i llus tration 
is the earliest example of the English use of the pointed 
tunic s tyle . 
Fig.  9 3  Fig . 9 4  
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Figure 9 5  i s  a Morris dancer that Thomas Barfield 
depicted in his book . The dancer was first il lustrated in 
Bodleian Library ' s  manuscript 2 6 4  and is purported to be a 
fourteenth-century English dancer . Here the dancer i s  
closely related .to the Fool b y  h i s  choice of clothing. The 
hood and use of motley garments qualifies him for inclusion 
in th is study . 
Figure 9 6  was taken by Barfield from the Romance of 
Alexander manuscript . I t  i s  fourteenth-century English and 
i s  a tighter f itted tunic than mo st . Al so the use of the 
points around the mantle is different from most garments as 
they are cut separate and later sewed to the mantle . 
Fig . 9 5  F ig .  9 6  
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Iris Brooke i n  her book , English Cos tume o f  the Later 
Middle Ages , uses a Fool dated 1 30 0 - 1 32 5 .  Her drawing 
appears to be a modification of the manuscript drawing from 
1 3 0 0  ( fig . 1 9 ) . Brooke has extended the points of the hood 
and abandoned the cuff on the righ t sleeve ( fig . 9 7 ) . To 
the points on the hood she added bel l s . 
Fig.  9 7  Fig . 9 8  
Herbert Norris ,  in his book , Costume and Fashion , 
presents a headdres s  that he attributes to a Fool in King 
Edward ' s  court from 1 30 7- 1 3 2 7 . The stiffened points ( fig . 9 8 )  
are decorated with bells , and the hood i s  attached to a 
shoulder length mantle . Norri s  says that the head i s  out 
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of the Mummer ' s  tradition . Another Fool from the Mummer ' s  
tradition i s  shown by Dion Cal throp in English Costume . 
Calthrop attributes thi s  Fool ( fi g .  9 9 )  to King Edward I l l ' s  
( 1 32 7- 1 3 7 7 )  cour t .  Note must be taken of the parti-colored 
tunic and hose . The patterned headdres s and mantle offer 
a styli zed de sign . The shoes appear to be of differing 
colors but of a s imple style . 
Iris Brooke il lus trates a Fool ( fig . 1 0 0 )  that she 
claims is appropriate for 14 0 0 - 1 4 2 0 .  There is no source 
given for the de sign which resembles several from that period . 
Fig . 9 9  Fig . 1 0 0  
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The garment i s  o f  two colors with opposing legs of the hose 
to match . Note the s tuffed headpiece and the face on the 
bauble . 
There are two s tyles of dress for the Fool of Henry 
the VI (.1 4 2 2 - 1 4 6 1 )  according to Cal throp . Here the Fool ' s  
hood i s  shown to be both three and one peaked ( fig .  101-10 2 ) . 
Fig . 1 0 1  Fig . 1 0 2  
Both hoods have bells o n  the peaks . The tunics are knee 
length with long points . Figure 1 0 1  has a tight fitting 
unde.r sleeve and carries a bladder bauble . On the other 
hand figure 1 0 2  carries a s taff and has parti-colored hos e .  
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The sleeve i n  figure 1 0 2  i s  full and has be lls at the e lbows . 
Figure 1 0 3  is another Dutch design presented by Carl 
Rohrbach. dated 14 50-150 0 .  Here the Fool carries a puppet 
bauble with a face that matches the Fool ' s .  Note the unus­
ually long s tick which serves as a staff .  The cockscomb is 
a series of g old bell s , and the bell mot i f  i s  repeated down 
the cen ter o f  the back of the garmen t .  The hood , bauble 
head , and tunic are a red color . The j erkin has one straight 
white sleeve and a large gold a cameo sleeve . Again the 
sleeve de sign mirrors the German tradition . The back pouch 
and boots are of brown leathe r .  The hose are multi-colored 
with a go ld and white st riped right leg and a blue and white 
s triped left leg .  Th.e Fool carries a blue piece of c loth . 
Thomas Barfield ' s  search through o ld manuscripts un­
covered the Fool in figure 1 0 4  in a fifteen th-century manu­
script of Quintius Curtius . The manuscript depicts a recep­
tion during the reign of Edward IV ( 14 6 1-14 8 3 ) . The French 
Fool sports decoration on his hose and tunic of uneven 
length . 
Mary Houston in her book , l-tedieval Costume in England 
and France , the 1 3th , 1 4 th ,  and 1 5 th Centuries , uses a Fool 
dated l ate fourteenth century . The lower part of the tunic 
appears to be qui lted and padded . There i s  a seam at the 
wai s t  and the hood i s  j oined at the neck . The Fool ( fig . 
1 0 5 )  has long points at the edge of the tunic and s leeves . 
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Fig . 1 0 3  Fig.  1 0 4  
Thomas Barfield shows a Fool from a contemporary 
manuscript originally done by Flemish artists for King 
Edward IV about 1 4 80 . However ,  Barf ield identifies the 
Fool in the pic ture as French and not part of the original 
picture . The Fool ( fi g .  1 0 6 )  wears a tunic seamed at the 
waist ,  a s  wel l  as cannons that end above the knee . His 
hood i s  of two colors , and the face on the bauble does not 
match the Fool ' s . 
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Fig.  1 0 5  F i g .  1 0 6  
I n  an il lus tration of the fourteenth and fi fteenth­
century royalty , Northrup in 1 9 2 5  uses an elaborate Fool ' s  
cos tume Cfi g .  1 0 7 ) . Not only is the garment parti-colored , 
but also one section has a detailed pattern . The hood is 
topped with a unique ornament for which no hi storical 
prototype was found . The stuffed point on the hood i s  also 
unusual . Bel ls decorate the points on one side of the 
mantle .  Northrup ' s  description says· , " doublet and hose ; 
cowl or chaperone with long pointed end or ends . Edges of 
s leeves , chaperon e ,  and doublet dagged , parti-colored , 
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s tripped ; bell s .  Fool ' s  head for septre. ,, 7 However ,  the 
Lllustration fai ls to show the septre . The Northrup design 
closely resembles a Rohrbach creation of 1 5 0 0  ( fi g .  1 1 0 ) . 
Fig . 1 0 7  
I r i s  Brooke , in her book , We stern European Cos tumes , 
creates a family of Foo ls ( fi g .  1 0 8 ) . All three wear 
traditional headdres ses . Howeve r ,  each Fool has an 
individual tunic or dress . The man ' s  cos tume appears to 
be adapted from the Durer woodcut of the roLd-fifteenth. 
century (see fig.  6 5 ) . Brooke has taken the fullness in 
7Belle Northrup , A Short Description of Historic 
Fashion (New York : Teacher ' s  College , Columbia university , 
1 9 2 5) , plate XXX . 
. 
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the shoulder o f  the DUrer Fool and created a shoulder rol l .  
She has omitted the cuff from the inner s l eeve and added 
smaller bells on the ears . The bauble that Brooke shows was 
not present in the original woodcut . The man ' s  tunic is 
full , and h i s  hose show a l ine that could either be a seam 
or an indication that the hose are motley . The woman ' s  
kirtle and dre s s  reflect medieval fashion whi le the chi ld ' s  
tunic i s  closes t  to the Fool in figure 7 6 . No historical 
prototype was found for the woman or the child . 
Fig.  1 0 8  
Parmentier i n  h i s  Album H istorique in 1 9 0 7  illus­
trates a fifteenth-century Fool found in a manuscript . 
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The Fool (fi g .  1 0 9 )  wears both a tunic with points and pants . 
The mantle has sma l l  scal lops , and the bauble face resembles 
the Fool ' s .  Again note the use of boots . Parmentier also 
present s another Fool for the fourteenth century . However , 
the clothes are s imilar to several others from that period.  
Fig.  109  Fig . 110  
One of the few des igns attributed to the Dutch is 
pre sented by Carl Rohrbach in his Die Trachten der Volker . 
He dates the Fool as 1 500-1 550 . The des ign (fig . 1 1 0 )  
provides flair and color pos s ibi l i ties . The hood i s  a 
three pointed creation with the two s ide points drooping 
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l ike ears with bel l s  on the end . The rear point appears to 
be stiffened and protrudes behind the head . The right side 
point i s  red and white striped , and one might a ssume that 
the left follows the color motif for the rest of hi s 
costume . The back point is a soft gold , and around the face 
is a large white band . The Fool is divided into left and 
right s ides . All parts of the garments on the right side 
bear the red and white stripes while the left side is olive 
and gold s triped . Both shoes are an ol ive-brown color . The 
belt and pouch are colored to match the shoe s . The Fool has 
differing s leeves cut s imilar to the German tradition . The 
stick that the Fool carries is striped l ike a barber pole 
and contains all the colors of the cos tume . 
In another of Brooke ' s  books , Medieval Theatre 
Costume , she shows a Fool ( fi g .  I l l )  sketched from tapestry 
in the Nancy Museum. The Fool is unusual with its goose 
head on the peak of the hood . I t  has bel l s  on the ears and 
on the skirt points . Brooke also noted that the Foo l in 
the tapestry has a bearded face tha t  i s  reflected on the 
baub le . Thi s  i s  an unusual feature for most i l lustrations 
show the Fool with. a clean shaven face . 
Mary Hous ton illustrates a Fool ( fig . 1 1 2 )  found in 
a fifteenth�century British museum . Note the points 
terminating with. bel l s . The hood is white , the tunic 
is blue , and the hose are red on one leg and green on 
the other . 
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F ig .  1 1 1  Fig . 1 1 2  
Margot Lister dates another Fool as l ate fifteenth 
century . This de.s ign (fig . 1 1 3 )  is of two colors , red 
and green.  The three pointed hood has a full and stuffed 
appearance .  Gilt bells decorate each of the points and 
also the e lbows . The Fool carries a puppet bauble with a 
face s imilar to his own . 
A set of three Fools appears in several costume 
books . F igure 1 1 4  i s  credited by P lanche as corning from 
Royal MS 1 5D 3 .  Here the Fool wears a long tunic and 
carries a club bauble . P lanche says that figure 1 1 5  is 
from Royal MS a B 3 .  The tunic i s  s till long but is 
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dagged with bel ls .  The s leeves are of a mul ti-piece 
design , and the Fool carries a stick . Figure 1 1 6  is from 
Harleian 1-1S 2 2 8 7  and i s· a motley des ign . The three Fools 
appear to show a progression of period as well as 
complication of design . S trutt uses the same three 
designs and titles them Jes ters of the Fourteenth century .  
Fig.  1 1 3  Fig . 1 1 4  
However , in h i s  text he dates the figures over both 
centuri e s .  Figure 1 1 4  he l abel s  as fifteenth century ; 
figure 1 1 5 ,  a s  fifteenth ; and f igure 1 1 6 , as fourteenth 
century . F igure 1 1 5  appears identical to the Planche design . 
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Fig . 1 1 5  Fig . 1 1 6  
Only S trutt credi ts it a s  Harleian MS No . 2 8 9 7 .  Strutt also 
includes a thirteenth-century design from Royal MS 1 5  D I I I  
( fig . 1 1 7 1 . This Foo l wears a s imple garment and carri es a 
b l adder . Rosenburg includes figures 1 1 4- 1 1 6  in his book 
and calls them fourteenth-century j es ters . 
The Leloie dictionary of costume shows two i l lus­
trations of Fools . The i l lustrations Cfi.g . 1 1 8 - 1 1 9 )  are 
bas ically abs traction s .  No hi.s torical prototype was found 
for these designs . I t  i s  believed that Leloie has designed 
two cos tumes based on a combination of period arti sts . 
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Le10ie dates f igure 1 1 8  a s  1 5 5 3  and figure 1 1 9  a s  s ixteenth 
century . 
Fig . 1 1 7  Fig . 1 1 8  
Edith Dabney and C .  M.  Wise in their Book o f  
Dramatic Cos tume presents a Fool ' s  costume ( fi g .  1 2 0 )  to 
be appropriate for pre-Shakespearean and Shakespearean use . 
. The design is a hood in the cut of Cal throp , s Fool that 
Ca1 throp attributes to K ing Edward I I I  ( see fig . 9 9 ) . 
However ,  the ladies have shortened the mantle and used a 
checkerboard motif .  The rest of the design appears to be 
of the author ' s  own creation , for no evidence was found to 
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support the design of the jacket or the hose. This costume, 
while offering variety lacks flair and fails to capture the 
mood of the period that the authors recommend for it. 
Fig. 119 Fig. 120 
Another undated Fool is from Grirnball and Wells. 
This rather simple design (fig. 121) sports numerous small 
points, each terminating in a bell. The hose are motley, 
and the bauble mirrors the Fool's image. 
A bizarre design was created for King Louis XIV's 
production of 'I'he Festival of Bachus put on at court during 
the seventeenth century. A contemporary watercolor sketch 
(.1651), titled Ballet du Roy des Festes, shows a Fool (fig. 122) 
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dressed i n  a collection o f  red , white , and blue s triped fab­
ric . Th.e large balloon sleeves are white as are the hose and 
shoes . The fabric around the face i s  gold . 
Fig . 1 2 1  F i g .  1 2 2  
Grimball offers a very s tyli zed design which is a 
combination of several traditional e lements . The shoes are 
poulaines , and the tie around the knee is s imi l ar to ties 
found in figure 8 0 .  The use o f  th.e body suit i s  faintly 
remini.scent o f  the 1 510 German card in figure 6 2 . However ,  
figure 1 2 3  i s  strictly a Grimbal l  creation . The costume 
combines many colors , and the cape i s  unique . The following 
key wi ll identify the color code s .  
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A - gold 
B - blue:-green 
C - orange 
D purple 
E - lavender 
F - blue 
G - very l ight 
blue-green 
H - white 
Fig . 1 2 3  
I n  1 8 39 Douce wrote and illustrated a book about 
Shakespeare and E l izabethan theatr e .  One chapter he devoted 
to court Fool s .  Douce attempted to catalogue and organi ze 
several types o f  Fool ' s  clothes . He presented various 
compl ete cos tumes and a section on hoods and baubles . 
Douce col lected the mo st complete document to date on the 
court Foo l . His work included several i llus trations as 
wel l  a s  detailed notes on the function of the court Fool . 
, Although Douce credits S trutt as a source , there is little 
of S trutt ' s- desi.gns (see fig . 1 1 4 - 1 1 7 )  reflected in Douce ' s  
des ign s . Douce also al luded to the Fool in King David 
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and His Jester ( see fig . 2 8 ) . Douce claims that the King is 
Henry VIII and the Fool i s  Will Somers .  However ,  the design 
is not represented in Douce ' s  col lection . 
One of Douce ' s  Fools ( fig . 1 2 4 )  shows a man in a 
typical garment . The striped robe is floor length ,  and there 
are no traditional elements . Another of his selections is of 
a man ( fi g .  1 2 5 )  in a tunic with a pouch . The basic garment 
is similar to many of the Fools represented in art ; however ,  
the hood i s  not shown , and t o  be within the tradition the 
hood would need to be eared or have points . The pouch is 
con s i s tent wi th the tradition . 
F ig .  1 2 4  F ig .  1 2 5  
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Douce ' s  other selec tions for the Fools follow more 
c losely the traditional garments . Figure 1 2 6  shows a Fool in 
a cote and surcote . The Fool ' s  cote is decorated with bell s 
which capture the spirit of the characte r ,  although no 
historical prototype was found for this selection . The 
sleeves are s imilar to the German tradition and the hood with 
two ears also sports a detailed bird head . The prototype for 
the head is possibly from an etching of Peter Balters ( 1 5 4 0-
1 5 9 8 ) . However , Bal ters ' s  bird head is smal l  and lacks 
detail . Balters ' s  bird head is closer to the Brooke design 
found in a tapes try ( see fig . 1 1 1 ) . 
Fig .  1 2 6  Fig . 1 2 7  
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Figure 1 2 7  shows another Douce design that is 
styli zed But s ti l l  retains some elements of the traditional 
hood . In figure 1 2 8  Douce again uses a bird h.ead hood . The 
hood i s  the only traditional thing in this costume which re­
s embles the E l i zabethan style . 
Fig . 12 8 Fig . 129  
Douce presents a less s tyli zed and more his torically 
accurate Fool (fig . 1 2 9 ) . Here Douce has added a feather to 
the hood which is an occasional decoration . The mantle has 
bell s  on each poin t .  The sleeves are � comeo , and there are 
bells on each of the double t ' s points . The shoes are pou­
laines . 
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Figure 130  i s  a Douce design that is s imil ar to 
Brooke ' s  (see fig.  1 0 8 ) . The Fool wears a s imple surcote 
with a sty l i zed cote decorated with bel l s . The hood and 
mantle are s imilar to various historical pieces . In figure 
1 3 1  Douce presents a simple design . The bladder , instead of 
a baub le ,  appears to be attached to the rear of the hood . 
Fig . 1 3 0  F i g .  1 3 1  
A final Douce Fool sports a l l  the traditional Fool ' s  
garments . His hood has two ears and a cockscomb . The tunic 
has a bel l at eac h  e lbow , and there is another row of bell s  
worn around each ankle . Below the knee i s  a small s trip 
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o f  cloth with dagged edges . The shoes are pattens . The 
bauble on a rather long s t ick has a face s imilar to the 
Fool ' s  This. fellow ( fig . 1 3 2 )  is the closest Douce Fool to 
the traditional . 
F ig . 1 3 2  
No document would b e  complete without including 
Douce ' s  creation s . F igures 1 33- 1 3 7  are il lustrations of 
Douce ' s  hoods .  He has put more emphasis on the bird 
decorations than it perhaps deserve s . 
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Fig . 1 3 3  Fig . 1 34 Fig . 1 3 5  
Fig . 1 36 Fig . 1 3 7  
Douce ' s  collection of baubles is historically more 
accurate than his other designs . Figures 1 3 8 - 1 4 6  are a 
coll ection of bauble s .  While representative o f  the 
various baubles , Douce ' s  col l ection is far from complete . 
Fig . 1 3 8  F i g .  1 3 9  Fig . 1 4 0  
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F i g .  14 1 Fig . 1 4 2  Fig . 1 4 3  
F ig .  1 4 4  Fig .  1 4 5  Fig . 1 4 6  
CONCLUSION 
The study was started with the hope of discovering 
at least twenty-five variations of Fool ' s  traditional 
clothes ;  yet ,  many more varieties were identified . There 
was surprise at the extremes of dres s ,  the wide variety of 
s tyles and the unique places where examples were located . 
The staff at one l ibrary got excited and aided the search . 
They would greet me saying , "Hey , I have two more pos sibil­
i ties . "  The search could be likened to a scavenger hunt 
with the clues being any Medieval or Renais s ance book , any 
type of art that did not have horses or mili tary scenes , 
any art that had at leas t one personage of rank . Frequently 
a painting would have all the clues , but a magni fying glass 
would be needed to identify the Foo l .  
Few of the Foo l s  discovered we·re i n  color . Never­
th.eless , those that were colored covered a full range from 
primary colors , both complementary and analogous , to 
pastel and muted shades .  One should pick a line of costume 
th.at fi ts the personality o f  th e fool character and then use 
most any colors that wi ll fit the production style . Since 
only two beards were found on Foo l s  and only one cos tume 
text author used a beard , caution should be exercis.ed using 
beards . Caution should also be taken in the use of a bird 
head h.ood . Douce presented several ; yet , no evidence 
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was found to substantiate their popularity . 
The cut of the clothing varies ; however ,  construction 
of the garments would be s imple . To cos tume a show the 
designer can choose between historical accuracy or the Fool ' s  
temperament .  There is great variety of style within each 
his torical period . S ince the items repeat so frequently , 
one would be free to mix and match any item in the study . 
There are some basic guidel ines that one might like to bear 
in mind . The. German Fool usually wears one a comeo sleeve 
and the o ther tight ; therefore , for creating a costume for 
German Fools ,  one might want to fol low tradition . Also the 
headdres s  tends to be more elaborate in the later 
Renai s s ance than in early medieval times . Early Fools tend 
to wear tunics because their contemporaries wore tunics .  
The most popular shoe des ign i s  the poulaine and can be 
used for any period , though it would be acceptable to use 
any shoe popular for the period of the play . The baubles 
were the personal creation of the Foo l  and therefore should 
closely reflect his personality .  The rest o f  hi s c lothes 
were purchased by the master and should ref lect the status 
and personal ity of the mas ter . 
This reference col lection provides a cos tumer 
wi th numerous s tyles of tunics , a vari.ety of hoods and an 
assortment of baubles . With. such. variety to choose from , 
hopeful l y ,  a des igner can be creative and employ more than 
the couple of variations that are so popular today . 
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